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Merge Cardio for Adult Echo
• F
 ull procedure support
including TTE, TEE,
intraoperative
and procedural
TEE, exercise and
pharmacological
stress protocols, and
custom protocols
• C
 omprehensive
analytics with 100%
data available,
including free text
• M
 easurement review
with prior measurement
comparison and
trending with ASE/ESE
or custom reference
range options
• R
 anked #1 Best in
KLAS in Cardiology
four consecutive years,
2013-2017

Echocardiography is among the
fastest growing and most frequently
used procedures in any world class
cardiology practice. In order to be effective
and competitive, a comprehensive
cardiovascular information systems (CVIS)
is essential; one that understands how
your department’s workflow differs based
on the patient, and specifically, their age.
With mounting concerns over readmissions,
lower reimbursements, and fragmented
care, there’s little time to focus on
data management. With this in mind,
Merge Cardio™ aims to manage the data
in your echocardiography department,
so your physicians can see more patients
and your practice sees more growth.

Increase report accuracy and
efficiency with Merge Cardio
Merge Cardio helps your adult
echocardiography department operate
with accuracy and ease. Our CVIS acts
much like a quality assurance system,
featuring IAC (formerly ICAEL) compliant
structured reporting that improves
cardiologist efficiency with prompts
for required fields throughout the
reporting process. Equipped with ASE
inferences to streamline echo-specific
workflow, Merge Cardio enhances the
accuracy and efficiency of your reports,
helping to limit mistakes and reduce
avoidable readmissions.

Merge Cardio provides
quick access for your
echocardiologist
With a web-deployed workstation,
an echocardiologist can read images
from anywhere reducing time spent
shuttling between patients. Since the
sonographer can utilize this tool as well,
there is no interruption in workflow as the
report is handed off from sonographer
to cardiologist. In addition, the remote
availability of measurement tools and
reporting data entry, make completing
studies even easier. In essence, by
breaking down barriers and simplifying
workflow, Merge Cardio can pave the way
to a more efficient and profitable practice.

Ease of analytics for your
echocardiography manager
The dashboard for real-time statistics
allows your manager to view and assess
tasks that are in progress and completed
across the department. Understanding
various metrics such as patient and
study status then inform better
resource allocation and triaging for
your echo department.
Merge Cardio is not FDA cleared for diagnostic use on
mobile devices.
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